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News you may be interested in

Webinar - "How to write Use Cases" - VIDEO

WP2 - Defining requirements to involve the communities

WP3 - Common Policies and Implementation Strategies

WP5 - Semantics and interoperability in PARTHENOS

WP 7 - Digital Research Infrastructures: a Human Capital perspective

WP8 - Spreading the word, Communication and dissemination

From our partners

EHRI's User Feedback Group

New Executive Director for CLARIN

DIXIT fellowship in Digital Scholarly editing and Memory Institutions
About PARTHENOS

The PARTHENOS project empowers digital research in the fields of History, Language Studies, Cultural Heritage, Archaeology, and related fields across the (Digital) Humanities. It provides a thematic cluster of European Research Infrastructures, integrating initiatives, e-infrastructures and other world-class infrastructures, and builds bridges between different, tightly interrelated fields.

PARTHENOS will achieve its objectives through the definition and support of common standards, the coordination of joint activities, the harmonization of policy definition and implementation, and the development of pooled services and of shared solutions to the same problems.
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